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Abstract
Michael McKeon’s The Secret History of Domesticity is an important contribution to cultural and
literary history, exploring how concepts of public and private evolved. His quest to uncover
the ‘division of knowledge’ takes the reader on a journey through the low and high culture of
literary genre, the history of print, art, architecture, entertainment, politics and social theory.
This essay compares McKeon’s reading of public and private in light of the recent ‘spatial turn’
in social and gender history. The ‘spatial turn’ offers a close lens into the lived experience of
past peoples in the same way that McKeon claims to recover the tacit knowledge embedded in
the consciousness of past societies. The difference between the approaches is less about their
conclusions, but their sources and methodology. Taken together they offer something that each
alone cannot, a broad portrayal of a society from above and below, from the past and the pres-
ent. In which case, there can be great value in placing cultural readings of the past, like Secret
History, alongside social methodologies to draw together the experiences of people at all levels
of society. In this article, I therefore argue for the inclusion of these contrasting and compli-
mentary approaches to concepts of public and private within the framework of debate for
Secret History.
Michael McKeon’s monumental Secret History is a thorough and important contribution
to the debate on ‘public’ and ‘private’ in the historiography of cultural and literary his-
tory. He explores how two distinct ‘spheres’ evolved in Britain from as early as the
fifteenth century, to their ‘peak’ during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
His quest to uncover a ‘division of knowledge’ – the division of the ‘spheres’ in their
myriad forms – takes the reader on a journey through high and low culture, literature
and print, family and household, politics and political thought. In each of his chosen
topic areas, McKeon’s intricate narrative cleverly demonstrates the intersection of differ-
ent, often conflicting, concepts of public and private operating within the same time
and place. The project’s scope is therefore colossal. It requires diverse resources which
McKeon draws from art, architecture, print, literature and socio-political theory, in the
process exploring what public and private meant to different sections of society; men
and women, rich and poor. Secret History is not a study of gender or class per se, but
sees them as inseparable from the wider discourses surrounding public and private ideol-
ogy. McKeon spends some time exploring how changes in patriarchal thought were dis-
seminated through the growing print culture of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, which thrust the tacit understanding of patriarchy firmly into the public con-
sciousness. He argues that the separation of public and private in the early-modern
period had an immense impact on gender roles. The economically productive unit of
the household became a ‘home’, increasingly associated with a feminised culture of family
and domesticity, separate from the masculine world of politics and intellectual discourse
debated in the growing number of coffee-houses, clubs and societies in London and the
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provincial capitals.1 Nonetheless, this analogy alone is insufficient to truly explain the
complex evolution of public and private ideas: a premise that McKeon allows to guide
the narrative flow of Secret History.
It is to gender, however, that I direct this essay. Picking up the themes of Chap-
ters Three to Five, I will contrast McKeon’s work on gender, domesticity and spatial
‘segregation’ with recent research influenced by the ‘spatial-turn’ in social history.
Both share many aims: to recover the tacit coding of space embedded in the con-
sciousness of past societies, groups and individuals. Any disparity between the two is
primarily within the choice of sources and methodology. McKeon explores the divi-
sion of public and private over the long term, using sources that embody the outward
expression of deeply embedded socio-cultural norms. He stands in the present with
the benefit of a wide-angle lens in to the past, taking in the full range of cultural
mediums as they changed over time. The recent historiography of gender and space,
on the other hand, has tended to focus more on people than culture, looking at
physical location, movement and speech. It has been inspired in part, by the 1980s
backlash against the idea of separate male and female spheres.2 Ironically, rather than
dispelling such ideas entirely, it inspired new, creative ways of reading public and pri-
vate spaces; borrowing interpretative methodologies from other inter-disciplinary fields.
Thus the ‘spatial-turn’ extracts new information from traditional sources, such as court
depositions and probate inventories, by highlighting how humans interacted with their
immediate physical environment. This has been particularly important to gender
historians exploring the impact of gender ideology. Did the abstract concept of a
feminised, domestic private sphere and a masculine public sphere really influence
ordinary life? Focussing on how ideology was enacted in practice allows the historian
to access the micro-level consciousness of the individual, calling attention to implicit
knowledge before it became crystallized in tangible forms of cultural expression. Taken
together, the ‘cultural’ and ‘spatial’ approach offer something that each alone cannot:
a ‘before’ and an ‘after’, from the perspective of the past and the present. Arguing
from a social historian’s perspective then, there can be great value in combining liter-
ary resources with evidence relating to the lived experiences of people at all levels of
society. In this article, I therefore propose the inclusion of these contrasting and
complimentary approaches within the framework of debate for Secret History. With
this in mind, my remaining narrative comprises a historiographical review of gender
and space, after a brief introduction to the inter-disciplinary background of the
‘spatial-turn’.3
The number of published monographs specifically focussing on gender, space and social
history are relatively scarce; testimony in itself of the research that remains to be done.
Nonetheless, the topic is immensely popular judging by the recent outpouring of articles,
conferences and collections related to the theme.4 The number of texts that have influ-
enced the study of gender and space, however, is a different matter. Inspired by social
geography, anthropology and architectural archaeology, ‘space’ has been a subject of
interest in other disciplines for several decades.5 Thinking in particular of McKeon’s dis-
cussion of the changing interiors of great houses in Chapter Five, architectural historians
have long seen changing domestic interiors as a direct expression of the transformation of
social ideas. Frank Brown, for example, proposed that ‘the way in which spaces are used
and the meaning assigned to different parts of the home are plainly not a simple function
of plan arrangement; they stem from a complex amalgam of social and cultural influ-
ences’. He postulated that
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…some sort of relation exists between society and space, albeit an elusive one … if this is so,
the internal configuration of the house should be a matter of more than formal interest... it
should yield information which can enrich our understanding of society, and perhaps of social
processes too.6
His work contributed to an ongoing debate over whether the shift from open-plan interi-
ors to sub-division and partitioning reflected a growing preoccupation with private,
domestic space; the beginning of a distinct ‘private sphere’ made fashionable by 18th cen-
tury ‘polite’ society. John Bold, for instance, pointed to the polarisation of class and gen-
der divisions in larger homes.7 Along with Matthew Johnson, they saw sub-division as a
reflection of the redefinition of human relationships, solidifying ideology in bricks and
mortar.8
Nevertheless, Carole Shammas argued that the concept of a private, fashionable, femin-
ised ‘domestic sphere’ was only ever realised for the elite.9 Most people continued to live
in small houses, sharing rooms with family, servants and lodgers until well into the 19th
century rendering a separate ‘female’ space impractical. Interestingly, the same conclusions
can be drawn from a comprehensive survey of seventeenth century artisanal housing.10
The distinct lack of any connection between interior space and gender ideology was not
simply down to lack of space, or money, but for many appeared to be a deliberate
choice, emanating from a very different concept of privacy to the one we hold today.
McKeon also touches on this debate. Unable to conclude with any certainty as to how
far changing interiors reflected a desire to attain social elevation, he postulates that the
fashion for greater privacy may simply have been desired as a universal human value.11
These debates should however raise a warning. The homes of the wealthy are far more
likely to have stood the test of time. This social group directed urban planning, civic
building and architectural styles.12 Castles, city walls and stately homes all serve as a visual
reminder of elite culture, wealth and power.13 It is thus easy to become carried away
with interpretations of space and society which derive largely from elite culture, neglect-
ing the no less important, but much harder to recover, spaces of the poor, whose homes
have long since disappeared. Delving more deeply, the cultural meanings attached to
these spaces are hard to grasp. Private and public buildings – alehouses or coffee-shops
for example – might have had specific divisions of space, reputations and meanings which
were known locally, but are now lost.14 Up to a point, McKeon falls into this trap, by
concentrating heavily on sources that have left the most visible public record. He consid-
ers, for example, the royal household and noble and gentle households; places often
assumed to articulate stereotypes the most. He explores the symbolism of ladies’ private
chambers and with-drawing rooms, children’s and servant’s private, hidden rooms and
the formality of household ‘ceremonies’ which mirrored the ideals of domesticity
espoused in printed conduct manuals. However, McKeon does argue, akin to Shammas,
Priestly and Corfield, that it is well worth investigating other types of housing. If domes-
tic space reflects socio-cultural values, then the persistent continuity of style in poorer
housing suggests much about an alternative culture. Most historians, McKeon included,
accept that simple spatial segregation in English housing, or between public and private
space, was not practical or desired. What remains to be decided is how far any division
existed at all.
Historians of gender and space have also been influenced by the ideas of Pierre Bour-
dieu, Michel De Certeau and Henri Lefebvre.15 In particular, seeing space as an active
component in the shaping of social identity, rather than as a passive backdrop against
which social interactions were played out. Bourdieu’s theory of habitus connects places
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with social, cultural and political trends as well as abstract concepts like public and pri-
vate.16 Geographer Doreen Massey and anthropologist Shirley Ardener worked from this
premise, connecting space, place and gender.17 Ardener proposed that spaces became
‘gender labelled’, a process that continues to exert an influence on the social encounters
that are subsequently enacted within that space.18 In other words, spatial labelling influ-
enced human identity. Doreen Massey argued that spatial meanings changed over time. If
space is fluid and its meanings contestable, then so is gender, as each exerted an influence
over the production of the other. Such hypotheses create a dynamic framework for
gender and space, a far cry from the oppositional dichotomy of public and private.19
These ideas, and others like them, have led social historians to tackle gendered space in
a variety of ways, but two key ideas have proved popular. First, exploring where men
and women spent their time and second, asking whether these men and women were
treated differently depending on where they were. The answers are hard to uncover, but
if found, may convey how far notions of public and private impacted real lives.20 I now
turn to a brief historiography to show how these ideas have been employed in recent
research.
Social and geographical mobility meant people continually crossed ideological and cor-
poreal boundaries. Indeed, David Rollison argues that although the civilising process cre-
ated ‘an impression of settled space’ there was a large disjuncture between this and the
reality of mobility: ‘one of the most dynamic forces of change in the early modern
world’.21 Human movement thus created ambiguities that dominant social groups then
attempted to control, directly or indirectly. Restrictions on movement, for example, were
accomplished by imposing settlement laws, entitlement to poor relief or checks at city
gates, but many restrictions were cultural, rather than physical. Pleasure gardens are good
examples. For the rich they were a space for entertainment, socialising and exercise; for
the middling sorts, they offered pretensions of social status; but for the poor they were a
symbol of their exclusion from polite society. The pleasure gardens were barred to them
by charging a fee, or simply by convention, a stark reminder of their position in the
social hierarchy and an apt demonstration of the intersection of space and class.22
People internalised spatial meanings though their own frame of reference, such as their
occupation, status, religious affiliation, race, and so on. In the process they created ‘labels’
for the spaces around them, which social historian Paul Griffiths has spent much time
investigating.23 Griffiths’ describes how, at different times of the day, the same city streets
and alleys changed their ‘label’ in a process that was often habitual, but not always consis-
tent. By day, they were places of trade and activity, but by night, dark and dangerous. By
association, people discovered in the same streets at night were suspect, in some cases
even arrested simply because of where they were. The proper place of the respectable
person was at home. There is some suggestion that women were particularly targeted –
suspected of prostitution – as it was considered inappropriate, and indeed, dangerous for
women to be out late at night.24 McKeon too demonstrates how the private function of
sex became public property on certain streets of London, as a result of the ‘gender
coding’ of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’.25
Griffiths’ work on the changing meanings of space – and thus its impact on people – is
a theme which McKeon addresses in Chapters Three and Four of Secret History. McKeon
argues that ‘public’ should not be viewed as a monolithic concept, as it comprised a com-
plex amalgam of private people and public issues. The concept of ‘public’ is most often
simplistically associated with elite men, polite entertainment and debate, but public places
like streets and alehouses could also be aligned with the commons, disorder, crime and
riot. Large groups of people in public were the ‘mob’, the ‘crowd’ or the ‘public’
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depending on their class and the viewer’s perspective.26 Private, indoor space was simi-
larly multifaceted and ambiguous, although perhaps less so than the public.27 Interest-
ingly, although Griffiths and McKeon draw much the same conclusions regarding the
integral role of geographic space to the mutability and intricacy of ‘public’ theory, they
approach the problem from a very different perspective. Griffiths’ research stems largely
from the micro politics of petty criminal courts and the locations of crime, whereas
McKeon explores attitudes towards public space in printed literature.
Gender historian Laura Gowing also delves into legal, rather than literary sources, to
investigate behaviour towards women in public space. Using London’s consistory court
defamation records she explores how women spoke about, or to, one another in public.28
She posits, like Griffiths, that women faced a tougher time in public space, stemming
from the implicit understanding that women’s place was in the home.29 Nevertheless, she
highlights areas of confusion surrounding the terminology, chronology and models of
public and private, an insight we would do well to remember. Reminiscent of McKeon’s
arguments in Chapter Three about the interrelationship between household and the state
at the beginning of our period, Gowing argues that contemporaries did not view domes-
tic space as private: the household was embedded in the community and privacy meant
something very different. Focussing on the ‘grass-roots’ records of ordinary people, Gow-
ing’s vision of society is one shaped by lack of privacy. Urban living meant thin walls,
over-crowding, communal yards, shared wells and external walls. Neighbours monitored
community morality, a locked door aroused suspicion, evidence gained by spying through
holes or shutters was given as viable evidence in court, public officials intervened in
private affairs and courts presided over personal morality.30 Gowing’s questions about the
nature of early-modern privacy demonstrate the impossibility of drawing a line between
public and private space. On a slightly different path, Gowing also notes that the idea of
‘the city’ – the ultimate public space – was overtly feminine in contemporary literature.
Emulating stereotypically ‘female’ traits the city was considered disordered, chaotic, irra-
tional, ‘fickle, wanton, and lewd’.31 It is debatable as to how far this idea was known
outside of elite, literary circles, but it certainly makes an interesting point.
Robert Shoemaker has also taken up the challenge of exploring gender and space in
the streets of London.32 However, his research prioritises people’s movements, not their
words, working from the assumption that people created urban space in response to their
own practical experiences of the city.33 Crucially, he highlights status, rather than gender,
as the key determinant as to where, and how far, people moved outside their own neigh-
bourhoods. He found that city women were engaged in a wide-range of metropolitan
activities. Richer women, as might be expected, travelled to entertainment hotspots or
paid house calls, and poorer women travelled to work. It is his findings about middling-
sort women that are the most surprising. These women travelled extensively around and
about the city, even exceeding their male counterparts who were tied to business pre-
mises during the day. Shoemaker’s conclusions ‘thus flew in the face of prevailing expec-
tations ... that a woman’s place was in the home’.34
Amanda Flather also examined where people spent their time with interesting results.
Examining references to domestic, public, social and religious space in the presentments,
examinations and depositions of the ordinary people of Essex and East Suffolk, she argues
that traditional gender assumptions should be re-read. In household space, Flather found
that domestic multi-functionality and practicality were more important than privacy and
extends her research to embrace male experiences of domesticity.35 She proposes that
prescription and practice were locked in a dynamic interchange, one that ultimately con-
fused the boundaries of public and private. McKeon continues to elaborate on the theme
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of overlap and complexity in Chapter Five, exploring the relationship between king,
counsellor and courtier in terms of access to the ‘inner sanctum’, a relationship intimately
bound up in privacy, offering the ultimate transcendence of public, politics, state, and
religion in the private body of the monarch, closed from the public gaze of the wider
populace.36 Flather’s choice of topics emphasises the point. She embraces spaces that
could be both public and private. Churches, for example, epitomized social ideals in the
layout and allocation of their pews, but although woman’s seats were more often than
not informed by their husband’s social status, they placed some women over oth-
ers, including men.37 It was not unheard of for women to physically attack one another,
or men, over their place in church.38 Piecing together limited resources, Flather also
explores the social composition of alehouse clientele, traditionally assumed to be male.39
She found that at least a third, if not more, of alehouse customers were in fact women,
therefore alehouses were not exclusive to men.40 More significantly, her results showed
that the majority of these women were of the middling sorts, leading her to conclude
that most alehouses were considered respectable liminal places for women to socialise.
Using the ‘spatial-turn’ Flather, like Shoemaker, found that status was a far more
important determinant of the use of space than gender. Most importantly, it was not sim-
ply the presence of women in semi-public places that challenges our preconceptions
about early-modern gender, but the fact that women’s presence was not considered prob-
lematic. From very different sources McKeon also points out the contradictions between
idea and practice, exploring how idealistic social boundaries became blurred when people
mixed together during festivals, processions, ceremonies and ‘holydays’. Nonetheless,
there is a caveat. Gowing and Shoemaker both warn that the public activities of women
should not be taken at face value; public presence did not always equate to acceptance
within the ‘public sphere’.41 This may have been one of the reasons why women with
public lives, especially those from the lower classes, had to carefully safeguard their repu-
tations.
In conclusion, the most recent literature on gender and space compliments Secret His-
tory. Favouring practice over ideology, the ‘spatial-turn’ offers a re-conceptualisation of
the public and private debate. However, although practicality outweighed ideals in day-
to-day life, the sheer volume of printed literature and educated discourse on gender roles,
domestic ideals and public life, suggests that ideology was never far from people’s minds.
Ideal and reality functioned within the same conceptual framework. The labels or stereo-
types associated with public and private space leached into everyday lives, guiding behav-
iour within those spaces by association and ⁄or convention, concepts of ‘public’ and
‘private’ co-existing in a continuous process of negotiation between ideal and reality. The
complexities of society make a varied methodological approach essential.
Inter-disciplinary ‘spatial’ studies offer a viable and practical methodology for exploring
the public ⁄private debate and the evolution of the division of knowledge. Nevertheless,
much remains to be explored. Secret History offers a constructive framework and perime-
ters for further discussion. None of the spatial narratives discussed above, for example,
address the continuity, or change, of these concepts across the longue dure´e; but McKeon’s
‘long-view’ aligns current gender theory (including historiographies of femininity and
masculinity) and narratives of change with contemporary sources, highlighting the separa-
tion of household and state in socio-political theory towards the end of the 17th cen-
tury.42 As this evaluative review of Secret History with its brief selection of historiography
attests, it would be a valuable exercise to combine methodologies more often, comparing
literary sources with ‘real-life’ evidence. Furthermore, following McKeon’s example in
Chapter’s Four and Five, more historians should compare the experiences of regional
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cities and rural areas to move the discussion away from the rather unique, cultural hotspot
that was London. Secret History moreover highlights the difference that status made to
people’s experiences of public and private, a theme that has been picked up by the histo-
rians cited above, but is an area deserving of far more research. We might ask, for exam-
ple, whether the poor possessed the same expectations of public and private as the rich,
as McKeon suggests through a ‘trickle-down’ effect, or whether they worked within an
alternative set of expectations, unique to their own experiences. The lack of empirical
evidence for the very poor may well problematise this task however.
McKeon has taken on and succeeded in a mammoth undertaking. He has incorpo-
rated elite and popular, rich and poor, men and women, public and private into one
rich and elegant narrative illustrating the importance of combining different sources to
achieve a more complete picture of our past. I would argue nonetheless that this could
be taken one stage further. As with all fields of history, the benefits of inter-disciplinarity
can outweigh the practical considerations. There is much to be learnt from literary and
archival sources. Together, they encompass the range of human experience: the words,
thoughts and cultures of contemporaries frozen in literature, cultural expressions and ori-
ginal speech. Social historians and literary historians have much to learn from one
another.
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